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For more details students should contact the departmental academic advisor for international students.

No courses or tutorials are provided in English at the Bachelor (Licence) level.*

Computer Science Master: Courses and tutorials are provided in English.
- 1st year of Master: http://www.ens-lyon.fr/DI/?page_id=4036&lang=en
- 2nd year of Master: http://www.ens-lyon.fr/DI/?page_id=16&lang=en

Academic advisor: M. Paulo Goncalves, paulo.goncalves@ens-lyon.fr

Physics & Chemistry Master: Courses and tutorials are provided in French or English, according to the students’ needs.
- 1st year of Master: http://www.ens-lyon.fr/MasterSDM/en/master-1/abstract
- 2nd year of Master: http://www.ens-lyon.fr/MasterSDM/en/master-2/abstract

* Chemistry Bachelor: Two courses are provided in English.
- Quantum mechanics: http://www.ens-lyon.fr/MasterSDM/en/license-3-bsc/program/first-semester/premier-semester/item/11-m%C3%A9canique-quantique
- Classical thermodynamics: http://www.ens-lyon.fr/MasterSDM/en/license-3-bsc/program/first-semester/premier-semester/item/20-thermodynamique-classique

Academic advisor:
Chemistry department - M. Jens HASSERODT, jens.hasserodt@ens-lyon.fr
Physics department - M. Marc MAGRO, marc.magro@ens-lyon.fr

Biosciences Master: Two-weeks courses in English organized in the form of a conference with introductory lectures and research talks by international leading scientists in the field. Regular courses are provided in French.
- 1st and 2nd year of Master: http://biologie.ens-lyon.fr/masterbiosciences/presentation-des-ue/presentation-des-ue

Academic advisor: M. Fabien Mongelard, fabien.mongelard@ens-lyon.fr

Earth Sciences: Courses and tutorials are provided in French or English, according to the students’ needs. Website in French.
- 2nd year of Master: http://sciencesdelaterre.ens-lyon.fr/enseignements/master/master-2

Academic advisor: M. Razvan CARACAS, razvan.caracas@ens-lyon.fr

Mathematics: Courses and tutorials are provided in French. Website in French.
- 1st year of Master: http://mathematiques.ens-lyon.fr/master-1-234091.kjsp?RH=DPT-MATH
- 2nd year of Master: http://mathematiques.ens-lyon.fr/master-2-234092.kjsp?RH=1393855922439&RF=1403617207802

Academic advisor: M. Damien GABORIAU, damien.gaboriau@ens-lyon.fr